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Our vision for a post-pandemic era is based on flexible spaces and a well-ventilated urban environment.

We aspire to use sustainable materials such as wood and incorporate indigenous greenery that will stimulate the senses of the city's residents. Flexibility in the interior 
spaces comes from a modular, adjustable plan with wooden partition walls. The apartments are created by 3 x 3 square modules with lightweight movable walls that allow 
endless possibilities in transforming the apartment's space according to the inhabitant's needs. A circulation corridor circulates every apartment. In our vision, the apart-
ments of the dense urban environment integrate a climate responsive facade that opens mechanically according to the ventilation needs of every apartment. Specially 
designed space accommodates air-cleansing vegetation that filters the air before coming into the apartments. In order to ventilate all spaces that the adjustable walls could 
create, there is a double ceiling with a 40cm gap that is open to the ventilating facade.

In order to enhance community spirit within the apartment’s blocks we propose the creation of various voids within the building, landscaped and/or with uses that allows 
people of all ages to use them. These voids create a new semiprivate exterior pocket that can be used by the residents for social interaction as well as leisure activities such 
as gardening. This new semi- private urban realm will extend on the roof of the apartments where activities that require more space could take place such as sports and a 
cinema. Finally, our proposition requests for smaller, pedestrian-friendly streets and larger green spaces with energy-generating canopies and public display artwork that 
will create a more sustainable, flexible, and stimulating future in the dense urban fabric.

POST COVID CITY
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The COVID-19 pandemic has made people realise how fragile humanity is and how essential habits and activities are not always going to be accessible. The global vulnerabili-
ties and inequalities strengthened by the pandemic help reflect how a city should adapt and mutate depending on new circumstances, in order to benefit its users. Climate 
change and health crises should not be taken for granted.

In the post-apocalyptic scenario depicted in the image, climate change has taken over the planet, water has dried up, the land has desertified, and natural resources are no 
longer accessible. The human footprint on the earth has gotten out of control, and humanity had to disappear for the earth to repair itself. People are co-living within a man-
ufactured enclosed ecosystem, which minimises the interactions with the outer world. The city is fully eco-sustainable and multifunctional. The towers, along with the 
attached buildings, reflect the fundamental symbolism of religion and psychoanalysis. The analogy with the structure of the psyche creates a strong subdivision between 
the three specific interventions in the design. The brutalist architecture features the lower strata (Id). In this layer, the inhabitants have no restraints. The basic human neces-
sities take place in these spaces. The underground level is featured by artificial forests, which provide food and oxygen for the city and by extracting water from the ground-
water basins. The middle layer (Ego) is represented by twelve twisted towers which function as accommodation for the inhabitants of the building. The high-rise architecture 
provides support for the top layer. This layer (Superego) is characterised by interconnected spherical structures which overlook the city and its surroundings, operating as 
the central management of the city.
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“Let us cultivate our gardens”

This project takes place in 2035 in decaying Los Angeles. After the Covid pandemic, people have slowly begun to leave the city, seeking the green countryside. The dilapidat-
ed city is reconstructed through this intervention that seeks to explore and regenerate the existing urban fabric using emotions as resources.

The city serves as a memory landscape, while the new design symbolises how hope and kindness can be regenerated and made tangible in this new version of society. The 
utopic idealism of a sustainable city is palpable as the design sits in balance with the context using it to support itself and repurpose the deteriorated spaces.

The juxtaposition of these two urban fabrics represents the possible utopic quality of cities, while the existing context is a reminder of the harmful human effect on our 
built environment.

The tectonics of this design intertwine with the existing context, in many cases latching onto existing buildings or fully merging with them. These plates are thin but can 
thicken to provide various functionalities. This helps eradicate the idea of building blocks in a city, replacing them with pathways and spaces that are multifunctional, vary-
ing from housing to public spaces, thus creating flexibility in response to the needs of the city.

The organic shape of this project mimics natural growth systems providing possibilities for expansion depending on the user’s needs. The design strategy is derived from 
biomimicry, through the study of coral growth systems and their mode of expansion.

This proposal seeks to provide a way to re-imagine our existing cities against the inevitability of time. Using interventions as a continuous process to regenerate them, while 
using them as landscapes of memory.
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I am imagining towns that create a bridge between the real and the virtual, drastically reducing distances in the real and increasing the reach of the Virtual.

In my scenario, these structures have formed all over Los Angeles. Each one is located on one of the freeway intersections, the structure constantly adapting to its inhabi-
tants’ different specialisations.

The basis of life within the structure relies on a hybrid existence between the real and the virtual. Reducing the distance between the amenities needed for a comfortable 
life in the real and making the Virtual world most accessible. This includes many garden terraces, restaurants, health centres and other entertainment spaces. My structure 
aims to provide a sense of community. All types of people should meet in the real, irrespective of their occupation and interests in the virtual.

The structure would grow organically in response to population and activity changes within it. Each building is made up of smaller building blocks that are produced under-
neath it. These are blocks, that make up one apartment, research space or any public amenity. Each apartment is individually created to suit the needs of its inhabitant.

Fully immersive Virtual Reality technology needs a large broadband connection and expensive infrastructure, which is why my structures are to be created across the world 
to provide this technology to ordinary people with subscription-based services. I am also imagining that a large range of virtual servers would exist, allowing people from 
across the world to partake in the many entertainment programmes and connect. These servers could also host many jobs that can be executed through the Virtual. Compa-
nies could, instead of having an office, own a server that is specifically designed for its workers and could change shape anytime. The location of workers would no longer 
be an employment criterion.

Location: Los Angeles, California 
Title: Parasitic Interchanges
299 Words
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In a post-pandemic world, modern citizens reluctantly get used to being confined in a room and dwelling in a virtual world consisting of the Internet, computers, cell phones, 
VR and so on. The longer they stay in the virtual world, the more they lose contact with the real world, and finally the more they get lost within themselves.

It is time to consider embracing nature to find self. This way was advocated and executed by Henry David Thoreau who moved to live in Walden, and sought the meaning of 
life and self through exploring the natural environment surrounding Walden.

The project aims to turn salty Salton into witty Walden. Based on the 2D texture of the abandoned Salton city, a 3D network is created, dividing the city into different areas. 
At key nodes in the network, small climate stations are installed, creating different microclimates which maintain the potential energy difference between heterogeneous 
climates through a closed circulation. The different climates help citizens gain first-hand feelings which help them find true self. In this way, a summer person may find him-
self loving winter even more.

A city may be abandoned for its inherited rigidity in adjusting itself to meet its citizens’ changed needs. The network of the project endows the city with great adaptability 
and changeability through its room climate control functions which may extend its longevity.

On the other hand, the project tends to protect nature. It develops the lifeless desert into a salubrious living area therefore addressing the humans ‘ need to wrest space 
from nature. It also reduces carbon dioxide emission. Carbon dioxide in this area is collected to produce starch which will be transformed into starch plastic, as a building 
and furniture material and as a source of organic starch food.

Mirage Beyond Salten
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Once considered the climax of Man's conquest of the land, Los Angeles spread people into a gigantic agglomeration, into a place of deprived natural resources across land-
scapes. LA embodied a system of large-scale centralized exploitation, which has come to the end of its life cycle. A problem arises from LA's difficulties to cope with change 
and lack of authoritative response, so solutions must come from individuals and their communities. In addition, an environmental crisis, combined with socio-economic 
turbulence and poor living conditions, has led to an outward sprawl. Could the scarcity of vital resources like water become critical to a point where it is no longer accessible 
to all?

This exposes the vulnerability of a significant part of society to such mutations. Their response is a network of autonomous settlements originating at a transportation hub. 
Located 500 km north of LA, in a deserted canyon, the chosen site brings with it only the infrastructure that initially grew from Hawthorne, Nevada's artillery depot. This 
new settlement begins at the intersection of several transport routes bringing people and material into Hawthorne.

The formation of this urban condition relies on creating pockets of dense lands, once considered remote. The station initiates the start of a new cycle, one that relates closely 
to its natural site. In its early stages, this new territory relies on extracting materials in-situ. However, as it develops its connections with other settlements, it gains the ability 
to collaborate and exchange with them. In its finality, it shelters about 100,000 inhabitants.

Its residents may create their own autonomous system to contribute to construction phases, operating activities and local production. Nonetheless, other groups of travel-
lers and remote workers can contribute to the economy while separating themselves from the asphyxiation of LA.

Finding Hawthorne Station - 2072 
Mineral county, Nevada.
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